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“The true power of the ceramic medium

is the same as it’s always been; it’s inert and 

immutable once fired; it’s impervious 

and hygienic; it’s easy to sanitize and asks 

very little of us but provides so much

strength and value to our lives

and the life of the buildings we

choose to grace with it.” 
    — Ryan Fasan,
    Tile of Spain Technical Consultant

https://tileofspainusa.com/
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Icaro Blue is a blue marble designed to be the star of 

any room. Ideal for bold designs full of color and luxury.

Kayu is the new series inspired by wood that aims to 

surprise thanks to its realistic look. Kayu is available in 

a variety of colors.

KAYU

ICARO BLUE

www.azulejosbenadresa.com
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The glossy finish and the slightly undulated surface of our Studio 

collection creates a stunning aesthetic to any space.

The Habitat collection features a multi-tone glaze with an undulated 

finish that effortlessly creates an array of beautiful patterns.

STUDIO

HABITAT

www.adexusa.com
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Alcalagres, S.A., founded in 1990, is a specialist in the 

manufacturing and sale of integral porcelain stoneware 

for use on both floor and wall coverings. Featured are 

the Portland series and the Tecnika series.

PORTLAND 

TECNIKA

www.alcalagres.es

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://alcalagres.es/


Rust is a high quality porcelain stoneware available in 3 colors 

with a natural and lappato finish. Never have rusted metals had 

such a realistic relief. 

Mood Polished is a high quality porcelain tile inspired by aged 

walls from classical culture.

RUST

www.apavisa.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    7

MOOD
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Les Bijoux is an unequivocal synonym for exclusivity and timeless beauty. An 

exquisite reflection of the purest and most sensual essence of marble, with a 

powerful polished finish and silky texture.

Stracciatella is a new approach to design where classic values meet the most 

avant-garde modernity.

LES BIJOUX

STRACCIATELLA

www.arcanatiles.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.arcanatiles.com/
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Odine is a stoneware tile inspired 

by aged marble. The veins bear the 

markings of the passage of time, while 

preserving its rich variety of details.

Odine, available in both medium 

and large formats, are widely used 

in Argenta Cerámica’s porcelain 

range, making this exceptional-quality 

product a guaranteed success.

www.argentaceramica.com

ODINE

ODINE

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.argentaceramica.com/


The Vincent Stone collection is inspired by a natural Spanish stone called San 

Vicente. To break with the classic decoration, this collection includes Art Deco 

textures and geometric shapes.

The San Francisco collection emulates a modern sheet metal with metallic effects 

on the edges. This trending industrial design is available in 6 different colors.

VINCENT STONE COLLECTION

SAN FRANCISCO 
COLLECTION10    www.TileofSpainUSA.com

www.azteca.es
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The Concept collection is inspired by the world of oxides, 

creating a sophisticated atmosphere with a marked 

character, perfect for both walls and floors. 

The Altamira 12”x24” collection is the perfect reproduction 

of natural stone, both in color and texture, creating pure 

spaces with a timeless style. Discover all its possibilities of 

finishes and colors at @azuliber.

ALTAMIRA

CONCEPT

www.azuliber.com
www.TileofSpainUSA.com    11

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.azuliber.com/
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Maia was born from the idea of bringing the design of a 

classic hydraulic closer to new technologies. Made with 

digital printing and a gloss chameleon finish, it creates 

a handmade effect. 

Harlem is a collection of small format tiles that 

manages to perfectly combine the idea of tradition and 

technology.

HARLEM

MAIA

www.baldocer.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://baldocer.com/
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HYGIENIC
Ceramic is one of the

most hygienic of all materials. 

It’s odorless and easy to clean using

any household detergent.

https://tileofspainusa.com/
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Displaying a marked urban style, 

Bellacasa presents the Metropolitan 

series of wall tiles as one of the interior 

design trends to suit any modern, 

functional space. 

The purity of stone is represented in 

Bellacasa’s new Marsella series. This 

material is perfectly recreated through 

the highly realistic finish and carefully

designed graphics.

METROPOLITAN

www.bellacasaceramica.com

MARSELLA

https://tileofspainusa.com/
http://www.bellacasaceramica.com/
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The new Eunoia series combines the elegant and contemporary look into the 

art of overwhelming beauty. Open up your spaces and bring the charm of true 

elegance with this new collection of polished marbles.

The new Taranto series is the star of this show. The color of Taranto makes it 

a perfect design element for any interior project. 

EUNOIA BLUE

TARANTO 
TERRACCOTA

en.bestile.es

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://en.bestile.es/


Patagonia marble is one of the most popular in the world. Its appearance 

is characterized by a creamy background fragmented by veins of different 

shades, ranging from the lightest to dark. Each piece has a unique 

personality, but as a whole gives any room a warm and distinctive tone. 

Luxor Gloss is a natural marble that is characterized for its intense black 

and golden veins that make each piece unique and spectacular. Its gloss 

finish offers all the beauty of a natural marble.

PATAGONIA GLOSS

LUXOR GLOSS

www.ceracasa.com
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LUXOR GLOSS

The Kenia series is available in three different formats 

and draws inspiration from the traditional marquina 

carrara classic collections.

Omega is a multi-format vintage collection using 

geometric tiles that have been reimagined to align with 

modern day design. 

OMEGA

KENIA

www.cerlat.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    17
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Natural is a versatile collection of porcelain tiles. It’s technical characteristics 

and selection of color options make it the ideal covering for any space - both 

indoor and out. 

A creative collection in a trending triangle format, the Trivial collection is ideal 

for both residential and commercial spaces with the desire to create a chic 

aesthetic.

NATURAL

TRIVIAL

www.cevica.es

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.cevica.es/


ONICE

ROMBO ONICE

Cobsa is a ceramic tile factory with 

over 45 years of experience producing 

and designing tile. Both the Onice 

and Rombo Onice lend interest to a 

space with dimensional designs for a 

modern aesthetic.

www.cobsa.net

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    19
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Marble surfaces are a timeless design 

thanks to their natural elegance and 

the beauty of the veining. Accordingly, 

Coverlam presents the Cuarzo Reno 

porcelain series, a white marble 

transformed by rich tints in warm 

tones. 

The Corinto series draws its inspiration 

from Apuano marble and is notable for 

its three-dimensional feel. Crossing the 

pure white base, the abundant veining 

reveals tonal changes, ranging from 

bluish greys to rusty reddish shades.

CUARZO RENO

www.coverlambygrespania.com

CORINTO

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.coverlambygrespania.com/
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Archie & Nienke belong to the Old School series, a vintage collection with 

refined elegance and timeless aesthetics.

Pierre is characterized by its great personality, evoking a stone wall in a 

wide color range, while Wood Essence adds a touch of contemporaneity and 

sophistication.

PIERRE & WOOD ESSENCE

dualgres.com

ARCHIE & NIENKE

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://dualgres.com/


Selene is a modern yet timeless range, with a wide variety of 

accessories, to create spaces that are full of character and class.

Majestic is a range of hexagon-shaped wall tiles with a micro-relief 

that accentuates the effect of light on their surface.

SELENE

MAJESTIC

www.dune.es

22    www.TileofSpainUSA.com
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Eclipse is a collection that refuses to go unnoticed. Its 

originality and beauty lies in the play of materials, the 

gloss, the mattes and its spectacular finish. Suitable for 

both indoor and outdoor spaces. 

Montblanc tiles marry texture and classic colors to 

evoke charm and personality used to decorate interior 

and exterior spaces. 

MONTBLANC

ECLIPSE

www.elmolino.es

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    23
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Manacor is white body ceramic tile with a high gloss finish. The collection 

gives us a faded and worn tile look which represents 10 colors of the 

mediterranean stemming from both land and sea. 

The new Tribeca cladding is a high-gloss porcelain tile in a rectangular 

brick-type format with worn edges that provide that industrial look, adding 

personality and light to the spaces.

www.equipeceramicas.com

MANACOR

TRIBECA

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.equipeceramicas.com/
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Estudio Cerámico combines design 

and tradition to be at the forefront 

of ceramic trends. The Amazonia and 

Madison collections are examples of 

how we reinvent the concept of creating 

ceramics that provide solutions and 

give personality to the most exclusive 

spaces.

www.estudioceramico.es

MADISON

AMAZONIA

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://estudioceramico.es/
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Opera series of Exagres favors both industrial and 

minimalistic design aesthetics and is fit for multiple 

spaces from the indoors out with anti-slip finishes.

Milán provides a wide range of products in smooth and 

non-slip finishes that comes from a printing technique 

to make this collection unique.

OPERA

MILÁN MARENGO
www.exagres.es

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.exagres.es/
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SAFE
Ceramic is safe, natural and

originates from the earth.

It does not contain synthetic materials

or produce VOC’s and therefore

is completely recyclable. 

https://tileofspainusa.com/


Musa is a selection of contemporary hydraulic tiles that follow a continuous modular 

pattern. The repetition of the pieces generates an unlimited effect on the surfaces 

where they are applied, becoming a central element in the interior decoration.

Calacatta Gold’s satin matte finish and gold shaded veins result in a luxurious 

aesthetic that is suitable for interiors that seek to reflect personality and elegance.

MUSA

CALACATTA 
GOLD

www.gayafores.es

28    www.TileofSpainUSA.com
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Quarry is ideal for exterior surfaces from paved terraces 

to verandas and rooftops. This collection also includes 

niche pieces such as stair tread corners, skirting and 

pool coping. 

The Ocean collection is a highly versatile porcelain tile 

series, available in small and medium size formats. 

Ocean offers unlimited design potential both indoors 

and out. It can be used for walls, floors and even under 

water to line swimming pools. 

OCEAN

QUARRY TILES

www.gresaragon.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    29
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The porcelain tile series, Mítica, 

is inspired by a fine-grained grey 

limestone. The soft background 

of the base tile is speckled with 

encrustations of minerals, alternating 

lead tones with hints of pearl and 

white. 

Used since ancient times, Corinto 

marble serves as inspiration for this 

porcelain series of the same name. 

In 48x48” format, the pieces of the 

Corinto series are impressive in both 

their natural and polished versions, 

creating elegant, timeless spaces.

MÍTICA

www.grespania.com

CORINTO

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.grespania.com/
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Argos offers great potential for innovation in the fields of architecture and 

interior design. The large dimension and reduced thickness of Argos along 

with high mechanical strength makes it ideal to cover any application.

Frontek, made with extruded porcelain, has excellent technical qualities 

for cladding facades: great hardness, lightness, high resistance, durability, 

low water absorption and excellent behavior against climatic and 

environmental agents.

ARGOS

FRONTEK

www.grecogres.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://grecogres.com/
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Rodum by Emotion Ceramicas is a 

stone effect collection intended 

for interior spaces. The collection 

will instantaneously give style, 

elegance and extraordinary beauty 

to residential and commercial 

environments.

Capitol by Halcon Ceramicas is a large 

format marble inspired porcelain tile 

that can be applied to both floors 

and walls. Capitol is available in a 

variety of sizes to meet the needs of 

any interior space looking to create a 

sophisticated setting. 

RODUM,
EMOTION CERAMICAS

www.grupohalcon.com

CAPITOL, 
HALCON CERAMICAS

https://tileofspainusa.com/
http://grupohalcon.com/
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Beat is a collection perfect for creating soothing, restful settings where you 

immediately feel at one with your surroundings. Its attractive rounded relief pattern, 

in a design with a strong sensory appeal, generates a sensation of tranquility and 

wellbeing. Its soft, matte, monochrome finish brings a relaxing feel to living spaces, 

fostering a sense of contentment.

A collection created by Mut Design Studio, Bow is inspired by typical Mediterranean 

buildings and their roofs. With an appearance reminiscent of a traditional roof 

tile now transformed into a modern wall tile, BOW stands out for its characteristic 

concave shape. It comes in a 15"x45" format in a selection of different finishes.

BEAT BY HARMONY
BOW BY MUT

www.harmonyinspire.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    33
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As part of the Belle Epoque collection, 

Mallorca and Cordoba from Keros 

Cerámica S.L. are inspired by vintage 

styles that have evolved into modern 

decoration with a splash of color and 

technical properties for long-lasting 

design. 

MALLORCA TUENT

www.keros.com

CORDOBA TORRES

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://keros.com/
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Mainzu specializes in the production of small format 

ceramic and porcelain tiles. The wide range of products 

available allow you to design personal environments 

by combining different colors and reliefs with shades, 

effects and shapes to create unique spaces, both 

indoors and out.

BALI  STONES

BALI STONES

www.mainzu.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.mainzu.com/


Dreamy is inspired by illusion bronze marble, further 

enhanced by clusters of stone, which lend a depth to 

its rich veined pattern. The collection comes in four 

colors: cloud, desert, road and mocha.

Lakestone emulates an eye-catching sandstone, with a 

varying grainy appearance and color. Its varying design 

brings a sense of movement to surfaces, combined 

with a neutral-colored warmth synonymous with the 

natural world.

LAKESTONE

DREAMY

www.museumsurfaces.com

36    www.TileofSpainUSA.com
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Fika reflects a terracotta look. A product combining tradition with modernity, its 

pieces resemble handmade material with irregular edges and unique natural relief. 

D’autore, a unique collection with unlimited possibilities. D’autore extruded 

porcelain tiles are decorated with reactive inks, handmade applications and 

crackle finishes.

F IKA

D’AUTORE 
ENZO

www.natucer.es

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    37
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The Wells series draws inspiration from the honey-colored limestone used 

throughout southern England. Its veins are soft, but with character and is 

offered in a wide chromatic range. A dance of cold and warm colors make this 

series a unique and perfect selection for all types of environments.

Apulia pays tribute to classic Calacatta marble from the Apuan Alps. The 

chromatic interplay of its veins and the depth of its white background infuse 

Apulia with a strong personality, transforming surfaces into an immediate 

focus of attraction.

WELLS

APULIA

www.pamesa.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.pamesa.com/
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Thanks to the meticulous design of 

its brown and grey veins with golden 

touches, Onix is inspired by one of the 

most elegant marbles of all time.

The Thuy collection is inspired by 

the marble mountains in Vietnam. A 

graph and hyper realistic tones, with 

a dazzling brightness, give depth and 

richness to Thuy.

ONIX

www.porcelanicoshdc.es

THUY

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.porcelanicoshdc.es/
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Nilo is a series of polished rectified porcelain tile, 

available in two formats. It also has a NeoGloss finish 

to fill any space with sophistication and elegance. 

The Obi series is a collection of rectified porcelain tile 

in a single 40”x40” format. The collection has an anti-

slip and NeoSkin finish.

OBI

NILO

www.porcelanite.es

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.porcelanite.es/
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SUSTAINABLE

Ceramics are a completely natural, safe

and hygienic material: made with water and clay.

They are sustainable, recyclable, energy efficient

and durable which reduces present and

future environmental impact.

https://tileofspainusa.com/


Minnesota is harmonious flooring that will unite all the elements, shapes and 

colors. This collection is suitable for traditional and modern environments, 

providing brightness, a sense of spaciousness and calm. 

Discover the Bután collection by Porcelanosa, a versatile series that can be used 

in spaces such as bathrooms and terraces.

MINNESOTA

BUTÁN

www.porcelanosa.com

42    www.TileofSpainUSA.com
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Surfaces are illuminated with beauty, rhythm and 

sophistication with the Carnaby collection. 

The elegance and nobility of marble are the main 

features of the Venato collection, which is displayed in 

various geometric designs. 

Both Venato and Carnaby are totally hygienic and safe 

for all environments thanks to ACTIV antibacterial 

technology.

VENATO

CARNABY

en.realonda.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    43
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Ardesia consist of a wide variety of 

formats available in two finishes, 

natural and nonslip. With so many 

options to choose from, Ardesia is 

ideal for any area. 

Byblos consist of five formats, two in 

mesh-mounted porcelain and one in 

white body with two decorative reliefs 

that evoke the sculpting of natural 

stone. It all blends with a soft and 

subtle color palette capable of creating 

spaces of great natural beauty.

ARDESIA

www.saloni.com

BYBLOS

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://saloni.com/
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The beauty of the Porfido collection lies within the blend of each color, allowing 

for a unique decoration effect. It adds personality to any project with its natural, 

classic stone finish. 

The Pierre collection uses the most advanced ink jet and full body technology. 

Its tonality adds a very natural visual impact and is distinguished by its high 

definition and level of realism by incorporating natural elements that result in 

a very attractive final design. 

PORFIDO

PIERRE

www.smallsizeusa.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://smallsizeusa.com/


The Natra ceramic collection stands out for its excellent quality and durability, so it 

can be used to decorate any interior space. The Natra collection is used to create 

cool, elegant designs with an artisanal essence.

Pless ceramic is inspired by North African marble. The Pless ceramic collection has 

a white background with prominent golden veins. Natural crystallization allows this 

exotically designed ceramic to stand out for its elegance, fineness and exclusivity.

NATRA

PLESS

www.stileceramic.es
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Techlam® is the light and large-

format porcelain sheet that allows 

the creation of spaces without joints. 

This versatile portfolio can be used 

in countless applications. For interior 

and exterior cladding, countertops and 

tables. 2021’s new collection is made 

up of 7 amazing and inspiring colors 

that produce a truly spectacular sight. 

The expressiveness and magnetism of 

the new shades are captivating. The 

new additions reflect colors that are 

more current and opposites: from the 

elegance of the whites to the richness 

of the blacks, the game of visual senses 

is expressed on each design.

SAHARA

www.levantina.com

SAHARA

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.levantina.com/


Tempio Facade Cladding by Cerámica Mayor is a ventilated facade 

system. The system can be used for new or renovated buildings that 

require facade cladding, a thermal or acoustic external insulation or 

wish to visually improve their exterior. Ceramic facades can be used 

as a combination of design and functionality.

www.ceramicamayor.com

48    www.TileofSpainUSA.com

VENTILATED FAÇADE
TEMPIO (left  & r ight)

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.ceramicamayor.com/


Aral and Ottawa are high performing technical 

porcelain tiles from the TODATECH collection. 

TODATECH combines the appearance, beauty, and 

depth of natural stone, wood, and cement, with 

technical characteristics inherent to its base material, 

high traffic technical porcelain, resulting in a truly 

innovative product.

ARAL

OTTAWA

www.todagres.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    49
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Tokyo is the combination of an elegant 

black color in different finishes and 

textures inspired by the lights of a city 

skyline.

The Sixties collection is a beautiful 

geometric design with hexagonal tiles 

combined with silky finishes and hints 

of iridescence.

TOKYO

www.togamamosaic.com

SIXTIES HEXAGONAL

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.togamamosaic.com/
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Bali Stone is the new Undefasa collection with antibacterial properties designed

for outdoor and indoor spaces.

Essenza is a timeless stone, with pure lines and a simple appearance, but with a

studied graphic complexity that makes it unique and inimitable.

ESSENZA

BALI STONE

www.undefasa.com

https://tileofspainusa.com/
https://www.undefasa.com/


The Pop Tile collection is the porcelain stoneware 

launch by Vives that takes us to the essence of the 

1960’s. Designs full of color such as the Bonnie series 

of porcelain tile, brings enthusiasm for modern and 

flirtatious spaces. Thanks to the colorful graphics 

with sparkles of gold, the Kiruna-R series from the 

Marblelous collection of polished porcelain tile 

captures the attention of the room. An original design 

inspired by natural marble is ideal for interiors with a 

sophisticated and glamorous identity.

MARBLELOUS

POP
TILE

www.vivesceramica.com
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Love Affairs, reconnects us with our passion to work with natural materials, stories 

of crafts and beauty. Craftmanship detail with a minimalist design language 

and two complementary speeches conducting it: square and diamond shapes.     

Showcasing an organic based color palette linked by earth and two traditional 

decors: “paths” and “pottery”, breathing authenticity and character into it. 

The Alchemist is a collection where color application is its main focus. The collection 

is comprised of two complementary profiles, a minimalistic one and a beveled that 

enhances the glazes properties, both in six stimulating colors for your senses.

LOVE AFFAIRS

ALCHEMIST

www.wowdesigneu.com

www.TileofSpainUSA.com    53
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For more information, visit: 
www.TileofSpainUSA.com

NIPO: 114210062

EUROPEAN UNION
EUROPEAN REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FUND

A WAY TO MAKE EUROPE

https://tileofspainusa.com/
http://www.facebook.com/tileofspainusa/
http://twitter.com/tileofspain
https://www.youtube.com/user/TileofSpainUSA
https://www.pinterest.com/tileofspain/
https://www.instagram.com/tileofspainusa/



